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NEW BOATS TRIED & TESTED

NEW
SERIES

Elan 310
We’d heard that Elan’s new entry-level yacht 
was a bit special. She looks it but does she live 
up to the hype? Chris Beeson finds out

So much fun! The Elan 310’s 
performance is a revelation, fast 
and sure-footed. Ten knots has 
never seemed so easy
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Tiller, mainsheet, fine tuning, 
traveller and backstay 
controls are close to hand, as 
is the primary winch – great 
for short-handed sailing

Handrails are too 
short and jib tracks 
could be extended 
forward, too, for 
better leech tension

‘She rocketed away at 7.8-10 
knots with consummate ease’ 

Elan 310
Key features

5

The saloon is full-beam and fairly bright, but there’s only one opening hatch. There is no stowage space 
below or behind the saloon seating and very little in the removable lockers (INSET) outboard 

Roomy heads with decent stowage 
and a wet locker wth a drain

Keelbolts and backing 
plates are easily accessible

There’s no dedicated galley light 
or ventilation – and no bin!

The forward cabin is bright and has 
huge stowage beneath the berth

A big double berth in the aft cabin.
An extra portlight would be useful

Netting across the open 
transom would stop lines 
and gear disappearing 
in the wake

She tracks like a train upwind, riding her chines and making nearly 7 knots with hardly any weather helm. She handled the chop easily

The halyard winches 
prevent the helmsman 
getting a clear view of 
the instruments
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Moulded lips on the 
cockpit seats make good 
footbraces for the crew. 
The helm has a folding 
bar, but it could be longer

There is a wheel 
option, which 
‘tacks’ from side to 
side, but the tiller 
feels glorious
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UNDER SAIL ON DECK BELOW DECKBUILD

THREE ALTERNATIVE CHOICES
1 2 3

YM’s 100-POINT RESULTS
TOTAL SCOREPERFORMANCE AT THE HELM DECK LAYOUT SAIL PLAN DESIGN & 

CONSTUCTION
MAINTENANCE CHART TABLE GALLEY HEADS LIVING BELOW

Elan 310

‘There’s no bin so you’d need to tie 
up a carrier bag, which would 
inevitably drip onto the sole’ 
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TECHNICAL

A good-size chart table but not much instrument space 
INSET  The heads door handle is too close to my ribs
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